
Russian medicine in XV – XVIII cc. 



Brief History of Russia

• Kievan Rus', the first united Eastern Slavic state, was founded in 882

• The state adopted Christianity from the Byzantine Empire in 988

• Kievan Rus' ultimately disintegrated as a state due to the Mongol 
invasions in 1237–1240

• After the 13th century, Moscow became a cultural center of Moscovia

• By the 18th century, the Tsardom of Russia had become the large Russian 
Empire

• Between 1922 and 1991, the history of Russia is the history of the Soviet 
Union

• The Russian Federation began in January 1992 as the legal successor to 
the USSR



Monastic Medicine in Kievan Rus' and 
early Muscovy

• Medicine was largely in the hands of folk healers until the 11th 
century



Monastic medicine in the West

• the monastery of Montecassino was founded by St. Benedict of 
Nursia in 529

Fulda, Germany St. Gall and Reichenau, Ireland

Bobbio, ItalyMontecassino



Monastic medicine in the East
• In 375, St. Basil the Great 

included a hospital and 
leprosarium in the 
institutions he founded in 
Caesarea, Syria.

• St. John Chrysostom building 
a number of hospitals in 400-
403

• The Pantocrator monastery 
was endowed and funded in 
1136 by Emperor John II 
Komnenos (1118-1148) and 
his wife Irene



Monastic medicine in Kievan Rus'
• Kievo-Pecherskij Paterik – a collection/synthesis of written and oral 

works attributed to 3 Pecherskij monks: Nestor, Simon and Polikarp –
the most important source on monastic medicine in Kievan Rus'.

Pecherski Monastery near Kiev 



• Efrem, bishop of Pereyslavl establish a number of hospitals in 
1091 to provide free care for his flock

• Prince Svyatopolk Davidovich of Chernigov in 1106 (becoming 
Nikolai Svytosha) and then founded a hospital which became 
the nucleus of the Bol'nichnij Monastery, part of the Pecherskij
complex



The Pecherskij Paterik

• Diseases: leprosy, several unspecified illnesses, epilepsy fever, 
urinary obstruction and kidney dysfunction

• Treatment: herbal, accompanied by a liberal dose of prayer, 
hydrotherapy, the steam bath (banya)



Sources of medicine knowledge

• Izbornik Svyatoslava (1073) – a encyclopedic work covering hygiene,
diet and medical botany

• The "Theology of Saint John Damascene" included astronomy, the
four elements and the four humors. Translated by John, the Exarch
of Bulgaria

• John, the Exarch of Bulgaria wrote the Shestodnev with sections on
anatomy, physiology and materia medica. It drew extensively from
Aristotle, Dioscorides, Theophrasots, Hippocrates and Galen

• A 4th Byzantine source was the Fiziolog which contained fantastic
animal stories with a generous amount of medicobiological
information



The Mongol period

The Trinity-Sergius Monastery (45 miles from Moscow) 
Kirillo-Belozerskij monastery
(300 miles from Moscow)



• There are five copies of the Paleja (oldest dated 1406) – is a biblical
history, also includes explanation of nature, human embryology,
anatomy and information from herbals and lapidaries.

• The Shestodnev was well represented.

• A copy of the Pchela, in which 4 of the 70 chapters are devoted to
hygiene and medicine including a chapter titled "On Physicians."

• Other important sborniki with secular tracts: 1) a 15th century
anthology of selected writings by John Damascene, includes short
essays on bloodletting, the zodiac, moon phases, illness and
astrology; 2) "Galen on Hippocrates“ – an brief overview of Galen's
physiology, and the classic humoral theory of disease; 3) 15th century
sbornik contains medical and astrological information plus an exerpt
from a 6th century Byzantine historian, and the Gromnik, an
astrological tract; 4) a 16th century sbornik discusses thunder and
lightning, meteors, the oceans and animals.



Famous figures associated with the 
Kirillo-Belozerskij monastery 

• Founder Kirill

• Efrosin – wrote an early version of the Zadonshchina (a Russian 
epic tale) and many other literary, medical and scientific works. 

• Gurij Tushin – wrote many religious works and "Prorochestva
ellinskix mudrecov" which draws on writers such as Plato, 
Aristotle, Homer, Euripides, and Pythagoras.

Kirill Belozerskij

One of Kirill's 4 sborniki contains the earliest known 
version of "Galinovo na Ipokrata" dated 1424



The first doctors of medicine

• George Drohobych (ok.1450 - 1494)

• Francis (George) Skaryna (1490 - 1535)

• P. V. Postnikov (1676 — 1716) – the first Russian physiologist

Francis (George) Skaryna



Ivan the “Terrible” (1533-1584)

• Four physicians
• Two surgeons 
• Eight surgical dressers
• Eight barbersurgeons
• Four apothecaries were brought 

from Germany



The first quarter of 18th century

Amendments:

1. Industrial enterprises providing military needs, new fortresses and the cities 

2. The Russian fleet and regular army are created

3. The country was divided - into 8 provinces (1708)

4. The Senate (1711) and boards are founded

5. Transformations strengthened the economic and political situation of the 
nobility, strengthened an absolutism (since 1721 Russia was proclaimed the 
empire), weakened positions of church, edges in 1721 was subordinated to 
the state. 

6. Despite serf methods of transformations, their objective effects — growth of 
the industry and trade — promoted development of bourgeois elements.

7. The victory in Northern war (1700 — 1721), the return of primordially 
Russian Izhora land, accession of a considerable part of the Baltics which 
provided to Russia an exit to the Baltic Sea was one of consequences of 
Petrovsky reforms. 



The second quarter of the 18th century

• By 1750 in the country there were 72 «iron» and 29 copper-
smelting plants melting metal is 1,5 times more, than the plants 
of Great Britain. 

• In 1726 — 1750 the foreign trade turnover doubled. 

• Russia continued successful fight for an exit to the Azov and 
Black seas, for the coast of Baltic (war with Turkey, 1735 — 1739, 
and Sweden, 1741 — 1743).



The second half of 18 century 

• Growth of the commodity-money relations, distribution of manufactories 
with free wage labor, development of domestic and foreign.

• The absolutist state interested in preservation of economic and political 
domination of the nobility tried to adapt serf economy for the trade and 
monetary relations. 

• The state widely practiced issue of loans to noblemen for construction of the 
industrial enterprises and other needs, due to rejection of church lands noble 
land tenure (Catherine II's government «attributed» to landowners 50 
million tithes of the earth and 800 thousand peasants) increased, there was 
an expansion of the rights of landowners for the personality and property of 
peasants. 

• The serfdom got the ugliest forms. The further aggravation of social 
contradictions was a consequence of these processes. They were reflected by 
the advanced social thought, in a cut anti-serf tendencies appear (Ya. P. 
Kozelsky, A. Ya. Polenov, N. I. Novikov's compositions, etc.), the 
revolutionary outlook (A. N. Radishchev) forms. 



Education

• The outstanding role in 
development of education was 
played by M. V. Lomonosov's 
activity, I. I. Betsky, N. I. Novikov, 
A. N. Radishchev's educational 
pedagogical ideas.

• Public requirement caused 
development of the higher 
education: in 1725 – Academy of 
Sciences, in 1755 – Moscow 
university. 

Academy of Sciences, St. Petersburg



• Activity of the first Russian scientists-physicians was distinguished by democratism, 
patriotism, a materialistic orientation and practical tendency. 

• "Composed for advantage public" —words on the title page of one of D. S. 
Samoylovich’s

• «Shall not — the first Russian professor-physician S. G. Zybelin wrote — to argue on 
things as them that pl another described the author but as the nature it made and 
presents to our eyes». 

• His follower (and further and successor) F. G. Politkovsky, criticizing the chaotic 
heap of systems characteristic of the European M. of that time, gave to doctors the 
following advice: «On all systems I advise to look impartial eyes, to them the 
reason and experience shall rukovodstvovat. Hippocrates and all great men acted 
this way. It is the highway, and systems an essence country roads... Medical 
history to this is a sure proof. In a word, kind friends, to us shall hear and see; but 
the steelyard of your reasoning shall be at you. Weigh on it all theories and office-
work of others. Suck honey and leave poison».

• Also the young Russian scientific press adhered to similar views. «The medicine is 
more on anything as on an eksperimention it is based» — we read in the Academies 
of Sciences magazine for July, 1754.



Medico-topographical  direction

• V. N. Tatishchev (1686 — 1750) – «the offer with 
questions» - «Offer on the Composition of History and 
Geography Russian» (1737). 

• M. V. Lomonosov 

• I. Lepyokhin (1740 — 1802), P. S. Pallas (1741 — 1811), S. 
G. Hmelin (1745 — 1774), Yu. A. Gyuldenshtedt (1745 —
1781)

• S. P. Krasheninnikov «The description of the earth of 
Kamchatka» 

• «Topography the Orenburg» written by V. N. Tatishchev's
pupil geographer P. I. Rychkov (1712 — 1777) 

M.V. Lomonosov 



• P.Z. Kondoidi

• V. Ya. Gevitt with «The instruction was sent to 
doctor Gevitt to garrisons for a research of the 
reasons of the multiplied diseases and their quality 
in Kizlyar»

• Archiater Yakov Monzey in 1762 published «Manual 
consisting in service at regiments, in the fleet and 
other all teams to doctors how to arrive at departure 
of the position»

P.3. Kondoidi



• Military (1716) and Sea (1720) charters, 
and also the published late regulations 
(Military, 1721, and Admiralty, 1722) –
«One dokhtur should be at any division 
and one headquarters doctor, and in 
any regiment to the field doctor, in 
each company on the barber» 

• «Moscow gofshpital» - 1707

• «any iznemozhenny serving found to 
himself the help and calm which to it 
was not hitherto» 

Peter the Great (Peter I, 
Peter Romanov)



Army. A.V. Suvorov

• «The soldier is dear — protect health» — he 
wrote in «To science to win»

• «Rules to medical ranks» - E. T. Belopolsky –
the headquarters doctor 

A.V. Suvorov



Fleet

• G. Bakherakht — the main doctor of the Russian fleet (1760 —
1796) considered the main objective of M., the government etc. 
in general «to stop the reasons which are giving rise to a 
disease» and paid much attention to carrying out a measures for 
health protection of seamen).

• A.G. Bakherakht's works – «A way to preservation of health of 
sea attendants, especially in the Russian fleet being», 1780; 
«Drugstore for the Russian fleet», 1783; «The reasoning 
(practical) on a scorbutic disease», 1786



Reserve for army

• The decree of 1715 it was offered «in Moscow and other cities at
tserkva at which it is decent at fencings to make gofshpital...
and to elect skillful wives for preservation of shameful babies
to whom wives and maids give birth lawlessly; to explain with
the decree that such babies to obscene places were not
otmetyvat, but would bring to the aforesaid gofshpitalyam and
put secretly in a window that prinoshenny persons were not
visible»

• To violators of the decree: «to punish the death of those which
dared to reject this help, resorting to infanticides»



Domestic medical education

• N.L. Bidloo

• «beyond Yauza the river against the German settlement» hospital
and to gather «from foreigners and from Russians: from all ranks of
people... for pharmaceutical science of 50 people; and on a structure
and on purchase of drugs, and on everyones to that the belonging
things, to both the doctor, and doctors, and pupils on a salary to hold
money in an expense from collecting the Monastic order»

• The hospital (medicochirurgical) school — the Russia's first
educational institution — was open for training of medical officers in
November, 1707

• All students were divided into pupils and subdoctors



The hospital (medicochirurgical) 
school

• Desmurgy – «establishment of bandages»

• The dissecting room of operation was made in the form of
«rehearsals for a natverzhdeniye of pupils»

• Reporting to Peter I about the course of occupations in hospital
(1712), Bidloo not without pride wrote that «pupils not tokmo have
knowledge of one or other disease which on a body happens and to a
rank of the surgeon it is necessary, but also general art about all
those diseases even to legs with original and ordinary training as
them to treat for the head...».

• After N.L. Bidloo's death the management of school was accepted by
De Teyls (And. De Theyls) and after that in 1738 by L.L.
Blyumentrost



• In 1733 three more hospital schools were opened:

• in St. Petersburg – at overland and Admiralty hospitals

• in Kronstadt at the Admiralty hospital

• in 1758 — at Kolyvano-Voskresensk mining hospital in Barnaul



P.Z. Kondoidi

• «The instruction to professor of surgery in both with - the St. Petersburg
hospitals to doctor Shreyber» (1742)

• the cut is offered «to a naipacha to look at that that pupils received a
concept about parts of a human body, about medicines and surgical
instruments more internal identification, than difficult the understood
descriptions».

• Reform of medical education: seven years' training, examination
system, introduction a wedge, studying of patients (drawing up a case
history and so forth), for the first time were included into the program
of teaching physiology, female and children's diseases, obstetrics

• also creation in 1756 of the first Russian medical library, the
organization of special obstetric schools (schools of povivalny art)



Lomonosov Moscow State University
1755

Medical faculty consisted of three departments: 
chemistry, natural history and anatomy. 

S. G. Zybelin of the beginnings reading a course of 
theoretical medicine: «at first physiology with the 
semiology belonging to her and a dietetics, then 
pathology with the semiology and, at last, the 
general therapy». 

Erasmus in speeches «The word about protivnost of 
the anatomic doctrine, amusement and big it 
advantage incomparably exceeded» (1765) 

For the first time degree of the doctor of 
medicine was appropriated in 1794 to F.I. 
Barsuk-Moiseev



Catherine II (1762-1796)

• Potemkin opened medicochirurgical school at Elizavetgradsky military hospital
(1788), and in St. Petersburg founded medicochirurgical by in-t at Kalinkovskaya for
training of doctors from Germans of the Russian citizenship.

• In 1786 reorganization of medical education was carried out. Hospital
(medicochirurgical) schools were separated from hospitals at which they consisted,
and transformed to independent institutions — medicochirurgical schools.

• «The preliminary resolution on the positions learning and studying» (1795) imputed
a duty to professor of pathology and therapy «... to explain the doctrine at a bed of
hurting, having the special chamber called by observation... By all means shall
follow this situation because it is uniform means to form young people skillful
doctors».



• A.G. Bakherakht, I.F. Bush, P.A. Zagorski, N.K. Karpinsky, E.O.
Mukhin, D.S. Samoylovich, M.M. Terekhovsky, A.M.
Shumlyansky, etc – eminenent persons of domestic science

• Medical faculty of the Vilensky higher school (it is founded in
1641)

• In 1798 medicochirurgical schools in St. Petersburg and
Moscow were transformed to medicochirurgical academies

• At the beginning of 19 century (1809) for the first time was
made «Russian medical list» - 2508 doctors were already
named.



Basic changes in the organization of 
medical aid

• In 1707 along with Pharmaceutical order the Office of the main 
drugstore is created

• In the capitals positions of shtadt-physicists with big powers 
were founded

• «about all objects to health of the inhabitants concerning»

• «without having been subjected to test in medical sciences from 
medical office» 

• Anna Ioanovna's decree (1737) magistrates of a number of the 
cities, first of all adjacent to the capitals (Pskov, Tver, Novgorod, 
Yaroslavl, etc.)



Regulations of 1721 

• To build «territorial dependence of a gofshpitala for the sake of 
contempt orphaned, sick and crippled and for aged people of 
both sexes»

• The spiritual regulations of 1721 ordered to the monasteries 
«you will construct strannopriimnitsa and infirmaries and in 
them to collect aged and health of deprived»

• In 1751 the hospital in Siberia — on mines in Kolyvani, in 1788 
— in Elizavetgrad, in 1763 and 1776 in Moscow — Pavlovsk was 
open (nowadays Gore. clinic No. 4) and Ekaterina's (nowadays 
Moscow regional research clinical instutite of M. F. 
Vladimirsky), in 1779 — in St. Petersburg — Obukhovsk hospital 



Psychiatric hospitals

• The first psychiatric-tsy and departments were opened in 1776 
— 1779 in Novgorod, Riga, Moscow and St. Petersburg

• Catherine II (1775) decree recommended that for the device 
psychiatric «the house would be chosen quite spacious and 
around strong that leaks from it could not be made. Such house 
needs to be supplied... the supervisor and the necessary 
number of people for a voluntary payment who would manage 
with mentally ill people philanthropically, but thus had behind 
them watching strong and unrelenting at any time... and to put 
diligence to their treatment»



Dissections

• General regulations about hospitals (1735): : «... anatomic to 
repair a razobraniye in the chamber defined on that in 
hospital; and especially — which will be diseases strange, not 
to pass those without anatomic action at all and that 
memorably is, to order to copy it to the drawing master»



Pharmaceutical business

• The decree of 1701 in Russia entered so-called pharmaceutical 
monopoly — the state control of production and trade of drugs 
was established. Trade of drugs in «Zeleyny ranks» (green 
rows), benches of sorcerers and other places was prohibited

• The Medical office proposed to begin studying of domestic 
medicinal plants



Academy of Sciences
«To make sciences and to extend it»

• D. Bernoulli, I. Veytbrekhtom (1702 — 1747), I. Dyuvernua
(1691 — 1759), etc. 

• Soon there were talented Russian academicians — scientists and 
doctors, first of all M.V. Lomonosov, then S.P. Krasheninnikov
(1711 — 1755), S.Ya. Rumovsky (1734 — 1812), A.P. Protasov, 
V.F. Zuev (1754—1794), I.I. Lepyokhin (1740 — 1802), etc. 



M. V. Lomonosov's 

• Work «About preservation and reproduction of the Russian people... in 
what majesty, power and richness of all state consists»: «Great variety of 
people falls into different diseases about which treatment is institutions 
very little. The happy number of doctors, doctors and drugstores, 
udovolstvovanny is required by drugs that is not present also the 100-th 
share on all cities... Of such neprizreniye many which to recover, die»

• M. V. Lomonosov closely connected medicine with natural sciences, in 
particular with physics and chemistry: «A great part of physics and the 
most useful to the human race science is medicine». 

• «Nowadays scientific people — he wrote — and especially testers of natural 
things look at the fictions and empty speeches which were born in one 
head a little, but are more approved on reliable... Mental reasonings are 
made from reliable and many times the repeated experiments». 



• M. V. Lomonosov's pupil A. P. Protasov made for development of domestic 
anatomy

• Doctor K. I. Shchepin (sort. in 1728) for the first time began teaching surgery 
in Russian. It closely connected surgery with anatomy and physiology —
approach which in 19 century was developed by N. I. Pirogov

• V. A. Oppelem: «Shchepin needs to be considered as Pirogov's prototype in 
sense of power of talent, in sense of width of education, in sense of interest in 
the business, in sense of expansion of teaching»

• A. M. Shumlyansky's thesis «About a structure of kidneys» («De structura
renum», 1782). Only in 19 century of a research of A. M. Shumlyansky were 
repeated by other scientists, and the elements of nephron described by it 
received names of a boumenov the capsule and a Henle's loop

• Pilot studies of D. I. Ivanov, according to V. V. Kupriyanov, laid the 
foundation for domestic neuromorphology

• In works of anatomists and surgeons of 18 century it is necessary to look for 
sources of large domestic anatomic and «anatomo-surgical» schools of the 
first half of 19 century — P. A. Zagorski, I. F. Bush, E. O. Mukhin, I. V. 
Buyalsky, etc.



M. Ambodik-Maksimovich

• «Art of a povivaniye, or Science about babichy business» (1784 
— 1786)

• It attached special significance to fresh air in nurseries, 
recommended «to accustom beforehand children to cold and to 
all air changes» and to often take out children on air. 

• The pedagogical requirements imposed to children «always 
shall be proportional to addition of their body, age, abilities, 
fortress, forces corporal and the food received by them»



S. G. Zybelin

• Works: «The word about a way how it is possible to warn 
important between other slow multiplication of the people the 
reason» (1780), «the Word about the correct education since 
childhood» (1775), «The word about the harm resulting from 
keeping of in warmth excessive» 

• he subjected that «a slowness of multiplication of the people, or 
great reduction of it» depends generally on high mortality of 
children on the first year of life



Hygiene of children

• N. I. Novikov (1744 — 1818) «About corporal or physical 
training» (1783)

• In 1762 I. Erasmus being considered as one of the most 
educated doctors of the time published «Manuals as to each 
person in general in a reasoning of a diet, and especially to 
women in pregnancy, and after the delivery it is necessary to 
support itself in labor»



I. L. Danilevsky

• De magistratu medico felicissimo» («The government — the 
best doctor»), or «About the best medical management»

• Expresses surprise as can quietly watch the authorities at «great 
disasters of the simple people», on high incidence and 
mortality, «without immediately to putting an end to the evil».

• «What really governors could make if nevertheless they wanted 
to open ears for the truth and to destroy the reasons of the 
evil?» — he asks and right there answers: «Would leave 
pernicious preparations for wars between the states, would care 
for increase in healthy posterity and would keep the beautiful 
young men for the native earth»



Influence of harmful effects of the 
environment

• B. N. Palkin (1959) 

• Doctors P. Shiryaev and F. Danilevsky — on Sestroretsk the plant, G. Tomilov
— at the Ducharsky srebro-melting plant and the chief doctor of the Tula 
plants F. Smirnov in the works insisted on need of improvement of service 
conditions, on taking a step against occupational diseases. Chief doctors of the 
Kolyvano-Voskresensky plants F. Eshke and N. Nozhevshchikov in the 50th 
18 century described the main occupational diseases of the miners 

• I. V. Protasov devoted to professional vrednost (harm) the research (1768 —
1805)

• I. Veltsin «A tracing of medical improvement or about the means depending 
on the government to preservation of national health» (SPb., 1795)

• F. F. Keresturi (1735 — 1811) was the first university professor who laid the 
foundation for systematic teaching medical police together with forensic 
medicine. The original speech «About medical police and its use in Russia» 
(1795)



Epidemics

• Epidemics of 1738 — 1739 and 1770 — 1772 (Moscow) were 
especially devastating

• S. G. Zybelin «The word about advantage of privivny smallpox 
and about advantage of it before natural with moral and 
physical objections against not right conceiving» (1768) 

• A. F. Sh Athos (1740—1811), K. O. Yagelsky (1736 — 1774), 
Pogoretsky, S. G. Zybelin, D. S. Samoylovich

• A. F. Shafonsky



• Six «unnatural things» (res non naturales) — air, food and 
drink, the movement and rest, a vigil and a dream, different 
«excrements» (i.e. urine, lot and «an imperceptible 
perspiration») and sincere passions 



«Consent with the nature» 

• «The more the person will obey the nature and its laws, the 
further lives» — was proclaimed in the majority of compositions 
on hygiene

• S. G. Zybelin's speech «The word about additions of a body 
human and about ways as to protect it from diseases» (1777) 

• «This division — he wrote - not very precisely comprises all 
people of addition because nearly any person the osoblivy and 
actually to it has one belonging therefore the set of additions 
uncountable almost is...»



Medical plants 

• I. I. Lepyokhin «Reflections about need to test the medicinal 
strength of own growths» (1783) (twice printed) 

• H. M. Ambodik-Maksimovich «Medical veshchestvo» (1783 —
1789) and «Initial bases of botany» (1796)



Thank you for your attention!


